Mail To:
Sharpening by Donna
2600 E Palouse River Dr
Moscow, ID 83843

Mail Order Service Form

Thank you for considering Sharpening by Donna for your sharpening needs.
Using state of the art sharpening equipment, we are able to restore most shears to “like new” condition using
traditional and contemporary methods.

All Orders received by Monday will be completed and returned the same week as received.

Instructions:

1. Wrap scissors or shears in material that will keep them protected during transit; like old newspaper or a padded envelope if they do not have a case. Clipper blades should be wrapped
similarly, or placed in a blade box. If it can rattle or move, it needs more packing.
2. Fill out the order form making sure to print all information

3. Place all items to be sharpened in a box or padded envelope along with the completed mail order form. Please be sure to tape both ends of the box securely!
Sharpening byn Donna is not responsible for lost or damaged items while in transit.

ITEM
All Shears

QUANTITY PRICE

TOTAL

Basic Clipper Blades (A5, Andis, Oster, Wahl, Etc.)

$8

Wahl 5 in 1 Blades

$10

Farm blades

$10

kitchen/industrial/sewing scissors

$15

Medical Scissors

$10

Medical Instruments

SYMPTOMS / NOTES

$20

Varies

Pocket Knives (each blade)

$5

Chef/Kitchen Knives

$10

Serrated Knives

$12

New Serration

$10

Subtotal
Shipping with USPS Priority Mail and Insurance

$10

I charge a flat rate for return shipping and insurance

Grand Total
Thank you for the opportunity to sharpen and service your equipment!
NAME: _____________________________________________________________________________________________
ADDRESS: _____________________________________________________________________________________________
CITY: __________________________________________ STATE: _____________ ZIP________________________
PHONE NUMBER: ______________________________ EMAIL: __________________________________________
Payment Information ___ Check ___ Call Me for Payment Information ___
Credit/Debit Card (we accept all) Credit/Debit Card Number ___________________________________ Expiration Date: __________________
Security Code __________ (on back of card) Billing zip: _______________________ Authorization Signature ___________________________________
Prices are subject to change without notice. Return shipping is by USPS Priority Mail – Insured.
We are not responsible for lost or damaged items once given to USPS for shipping. Need more information? Please call or text (509) 330-4663

